An easy-to-use resource for home too, BookFlix is a family-friendly tool that can be used to create meaningful, high-quality interactions between children and adults.

- Read-aloud feature eliminates literacy barriers for non-English speaking parents
- Customizable letters offer tips and ideas for parents on using the product at home
- Intuitive navigation allows for effective use by non-professionals
- Accessible anywhere there is an internet connection
- Unlimited access from home or mobile devices

For more information, to order, or request a free trial:
800-387-1437  scholastic.com/bookflix  digitalinfo@scholastic.com

51% of parents note a desire to know more about apps or software that could help their child with learning at home.
—Project Tomorrow Speak Up Report, 2016
1 out of every 3 children in America enters kindergarten without the requisite skills for success in reading.


BookFlix® is a highly engaging literacy-based read-aloud experience for young children learning to read. The thematically-aligned fiction and nonfiction pairs help children grow their oral vocabulary while providing academic and content vocabulary in context. BookFlix:

• Encourages independent listening and reading practice
• Builds knowledge and encourages developmental concepts, ideas, and information
• Supports reading comprehension and oral language gains
• Teaches beginning readers to differentiate fiction from nonfiction
• Strengthens fluency, multi-media literacy, and cross-textual comparison

BookFlix in the Library

• Use to enhance storytime in the library
• Use for independent reading time
• Use for family literacy programs

More than 135 pairs of fun, early learning concepts and topics

For more information, to order, or request a free trial:

800-387-1437  scholastic.com/bookflix  digitalinfo@scholastic.com
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